Be part of

reimagining
energy
Early careers opportunities in business

"

At bp, you can put into practice the
new learning and development that
focuses on emotional intelligence
and several basic skills: being your
best, being effective at work and
preparing for the future.

"

Reimagining
energy for Spain
We’ve reinvented bp to meet the challenges
ahead – growing our low carbon energy

Marta

business, driving down emissions across our

Field marketing operations advisor

operations, and forming positive
partnerships all around the world. We’re
making vital progress across all our
business.
From partnering with the Comunitat
Valenciana to decarbonize the region, our
Castellon refinery receiving the first global
certification by CORSIA to produce
sustainable aviation fuel to providing green
hydrogen through our partnership with
Iberdrola and Enagás, we’re dedicated to
rewiring the world’s energy system. It means
that when you join us, you’ll be playing a part
to speed the journey to a net zero future.

Challenge

programme at a glance

Development
based on
Being your best
Being effective at work
Preparing for the future

Mentoring

Overview
The challenge programme is a rotational programme where you
will have the opportunity to explore three different roles at bp.
Each assignment will last between 1.5 and 2 years. Through the
challenge programme, you will participate in Ignite: bp’s graduate
development curriculum focused on emotional intelligence, as
well as an ad-hoc reward scheme to recognise your performance.
This will be a permanent contract, and 2 years of previous
experience is required.

For more information, visit bp.com/careers

We offer a mentoring
programme with a
member of the Spain
Leadership Team

Different locations
We will provide temporary
assignments in other regions
(Levante, Andalucia) and onsite roles. The employment
contract will be assigned to
the Madrid office.

Business programme

Types of roles available

Helping to ensure that bp operates efficiently
is no easy task. Our business function

Commercial

supports and drives us as we advance the
energy transition and help the world move
towards a low-carbon future.

Analytics
Learning from some of the sharpest
commercial minds, and working with cuttingedge technology, you’ll guide our strategic
planning. Together, we’ll make key decisions
that positively impact the business and,

Marketing
and sales

ultimately, the wider world.
Why work in business at bp?
Joining our global team, you could find

Supply chain
and logistics

yourself managing joint ventures in renewable
energy sources, guiding our strategic
planning, or negotiating large scale supply
chain deals.
You’ll also have access to training and
support to build a rounded set of technical
and professional skills.

Business and
project management

Strategy and
business development

Our

benefits
To achieve our goal of reimagining energy, we need the brightest talent around. So we
created a rewards and benefits package to attract the very best. We also have a wide range
of resources and initiatives, designed with your health and wellbeing in mind.

Hybrid working
model

Private medical
insurance

Lunch
allowance

Community
support

Social
benefits

Physiotherapist
and nutritionist

Pension plan

Flexible
benefits

Education
assistance

Share plan
and bonuses

Our application

process
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Online application

Online tests

Video interview

this is your chance to showcase
your skills and work experience

these will check your numerical,
verbal reasoning and error checking
abilities

a set of pre-recorded questions
about your motivation for the
company and the role
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Technical interview

Assessment centre

Offer and feedback

this will assess your technical
knowledge and abilities specific to
the role

individual and group exercises that
will test how you match up with bp
values, and a lunch/ informal chat
with current graduates

a firm offer or guidance on how to
succeed next time

